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"Angela Hanscom is a powerful voice for balance."
—Richard Louv, author of Last Child in the Woods
In this important book, a pediatric occupational
therapist and founder of TimberNook shows how
outdoor play and unstructured freedom of movement
are vital for children’s cognitive development and
growth, and offers tons of fun, engaging ways to help
ensure that kids grow into healthy, balanced, and
resilient adults.
Today’s kids have adopted sedentary lifestyles filled with
television, video games, and computer screens. But more and
more, studies show that children need “rough and tumble”
outdoor play in order to develop their sensory, motor, and
executive functions. Disturbingly, a lack of movement has
been shown to lead to a number of health and cognitive
difficulties, such as attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), emotion regulation and sensory
processing issues, and aggressiveness at school recess break. So, how can you ensure your child is
fully engaging their body, mind, and all of their senses?
Using the same philosophy that lies at the heart of her popular TimberNook program—that nature is
the ultimate sensory experience, and that psychological and physical health improves for children
when they spend time outside on a regular basis—author Angela Hanscom offers several strategies
to help your child thrive, even if you live in an urban environment.
Today it is rare to find children rolling down hills, climbing trees, or spinning in circles just for fun.
We’ve taken away merry-go-rounds, shortened the length of swings, and done away with teetertotters to keep children safe. Children have fewer opportunities for unstructured outdoor play than
ever before, and recess times at school are shrinking due to demanding educational environments.
With this book, you’ll discover little things you can do anytime, anywhere to help your kids achieve
the movement they need to be happy and healthy in mind, body, and spirit.
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PDF/ePub/Mobi/Mp3/Txt, Are you looking for balanced and barefoot PDF?. If you are areader who
likes to download balanced and barefoot Pdf to any kind of device,whether its your laptop, Kindle or
iPhone, there are more options now than ever before. Perhaps because of the growing popularity of
Kindle, or competitors like The Nook, or maybe just because people want choices, it is now possible
to get balanced and barefoot Pdf and any kind of Ebook you want downloaded to almost any kind of
device!
Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading balanced and barefoot Pdf? You may
think better just to read balanced and barefoot Pdf the old fashioned way you know, as in
paperbacks or hardcovers? The answer is that, while print books are great and will never become
obsolete, there are definite advantages to the electronic format. Let uslook at a few of these
benefits.
For one thing, it is environmentally friendlier to read balanced and barefoot electronically, as you
are saving all that paper. A related benefit is cost. It is much cheaper toread books that you
download than to buy them. If you read lots of books, it can be quite expensiveto buy them. Finally,
balanced and barefoot Pdf in electronic format take uphardly any space. If you travel a lot, you can
easily download balanced and barefoot Pdf to read on the plane or the commuter train, whereas
print books are heavy and bulky.
Follow this link to read online and download balanced and barefoot Pdf from our online library.
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